The site has been entirely restyled and now it can be found at the new URL
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3D2 - Lee Reisenweber, 3D2VA (ex-VP2VE) is the only resident who enjoys DXing on CW (but he works SSB as well, when the propagation is good, around 11 UTC on 14.165 and 14.226 +/- QRM). He may have some plans for the future, but first of all he wants to get settled as he has been in Fiji for only two months. QSL via WA2NHA. [TNX 3D2VA]

3W - Coly, UA0FM is going to be active as 3W5FM (not 3W5FW as reported in 425DXN 391: apologies for the typo!). QSL to P.O. Box 66, Vladimir, 600011, Russia.

5N - Radio amateurs from Nigeria are allowed to use the prefix 5N38 to celebrate the 38th anniversary of the independence of Nigeria. [TNX DX News Sheet]

9K - Bob, 9K2ZZ will be leaving Kuwait on 14 November, after some 163,000 QSOs on 10-160 metres, CW, SSB and RTTY. QSL direct only to W8CNL (Raymond McClure, 5 McKenzie Circle, N. Augusta, SC 29841-4319, USA), who can confirm contacts amde also with 9K0ZZ, 9K2/N6BFM and N6BFM/4U.

9V - Special event station 9V8SEA will be active from Singapore (AS-019) on 13-15 November during the 26th South East Asia Net (SEANet) Convention [425DXN 367]. [TNX DX News Sheet]

DL - DL2RNS, DL2RVL and DL2VFR plan to be /P from Poel Island (EU-098, DIA 0-002) between 13 and 15 November. They should operate 24 hours a day mostly on CW, with some SSB on the usual IOTA frequencies. QSL via home calls through the bureau. [TNX DL2VFR]

F - Special event station TM8OA is active until 15 November to celebrate
the 80th anniversary of the end of World War I. QSL via F6KVD. [TNX F6AJA and Les Nouvelles DX]

GD - Steve, G4UOL will be active again (on all bands, CW only) as GD4UOL from the Isle of Man (EU-116) between 20 UTC on 20 November and 16 UTC on 4 December. He will participate in the CQ WW CW DX Contest and plans are to concentrate on 17 and 12 metres as long as the bands produce QSOs. QSL via bureau to GD4UOL or direct to G4UOL. Skeds via e-mail (steve@g4uol.demon.co.uk) are welcome for QSOs outside the contest. [TNX G4UOL]

HI - Mike, DL1HCM will be active (mainly on CW on 160, 80 metres and WARC) as DL1HCM/HI8 from Dominican Republic (NA-096) between 24 November and 6 December. He will participate in the CQ WW CW DX Contest (SOAB). QSL via DL1HCM (QSOs will be confirmed automatically through the bureau, but if you need a direct card the address is Michael Peters, Moislinger Allee 72, 23558 Luebeck, Germany). Skeds for 160 and 80 metres are welcome at dl1hcm@luebeck.netsurf.de [TNX DL1HCM]

JD1_min- JL1KFR will be /JD1 from Minami Torishima (OC-073) between 6 and 25 November. He will concentrate on RTTY and CW in his spare time. [TNX 7K4QOK]

SP - Special event station SN0SUL will be active on all bands (CW, SSB, RTTY and SSTV) until 15 November to celebrate the 80th anniversary of the Regaining of Independence of Poland. The station is located at Sulejowek, near Warsaw, the home of Polish national hero Joseph Pilsudski. QSL via bureau to SP5ZCC. [TNX SP5UAF]

W - The FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) ARA is operating their club station K3FBI from Quantico, VA during the month of November in celebration of the FBI's 90th birthday. Look for K3FBI on 14.240, 21.240, 7.240 and 3.890 MHz +/- QRM around 16.30 UTC, 00.00 UTC and during the weekends as time and operators permit. QSL via AE4MK either direct or through the bureau. [TNX AE4MK]
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XZ - The first group of XZ1N operators [425DXN 390] will arrive in Yangon on 20 November and expects to be on the air by the 21st; the second group will arrive on 27 November just in time for the CQ WW CW DX Contest. Four HF stations will be operating and an array of over ten antennas will be in place on the hotel roof (100 feet above ground). Operations on 160 metres will be throughout the expedition with an entry in the ARRL 160 Meter Contest. There may be an extension of the 160 metres operation for another week past the official end date (6 December), if permitted. Look for XZ1N on the usual DX frequencies (in addition, especially on the higher bands, an effort will be made to listen in the General Class portion). Two pilot stations will synthesize your comments and feedback and forward it to the team: Dick Wolf, N6FF (n6ff@snowcrest.net) and Richard
Briggs, WA7MTF (wa7mtf@intrepid.net). QSL via W1XT. Further information on the DXpedition is available on the Internet (see "News from the Web" below) [TNX NA7DB]

ZL8 - Bob's (ZL1RS) departure for Kermadec [425DXN 391] has been delayed. He now plans to be active as ZL8RS between 11 and 17 November. QSL via ZL1RS (Robert Sutton, 109 Wright Rd, RD2 Katikati, New Zealand). [TNX N1HRW and Islands On The Web]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

===========================
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Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH


JAPAN INTERNATIONAL DX SSB CONTEST ---> It will take place between 23 UTC on 13 November and 23 UTC on the 15th. JA stations shall give RS report + Prefecture number (01-50), while DX stations shall give RS report + CQ Zone number. For further information please visit http://jzap.com/jelcka/jidx/

QSL 3B7RF ---> Albert, HB9BGN reports he made a mistake in writing HB9BXE's e-mail address [425DXN 391]. The correct address is hb9bx@pilatusnet.ch and it is where to apply if you do not receive your direct card for 3B7RF. [TNX HB9BGN]

QSL FG5BG ---> Please note that K6RO can only handle FG5BG QSLs for contacts made during the 1998 CQ WW SSB DX Contest, while all others must go direct to Georges, FG5BG.

QSL J28JJ & A92FG ---> Jean-Jacques, ex-J28JJ and ex-A92FG reports his QSL manager, F6HGO, is now silent key. Cards for contacts made with A92FG (21 December 1990- 29 August 1992) and J28JJ (14 October 1993-30 July 1996) can be sent to Jean-Jacques, P.O. Box 2669, Doha, Qatar until next summer. [TNX I5FLN and VK2SG RTTY DX Notes]

QSL TZ6DX ---> Please note that the correct route is via K4DX.

QSL XR0Y & XR0Z ---> QSL manager WA3HUP (Mary Ann Crider, 2485 Lewisberry Rd, York Haven, PA 17370, USA) reports she will start to send the September 1995 XR0Y (Easter Island) and XR0Z (Salas y Gomez, SA-087) cards to the various bureaus beginning in January 1999. If anyone still wants these cards, you should send your requests before January. Please note that Mary Ann has run out of blank cards, so she will not be able to send another card for those who never received the first one. [TNX QRZ-DX]
QSL VIA DJ9HX ---> Uwe, DJ9HX reports he has mailed all the direct cards for his August 1998 9M6HX activities from Sabah (OC-088), Layang Layang (AS-051) and Sipadan (OC-133) [425DXN 377]. Bureau cards requested through e-mail have been sent out as well, while bureau cards requested through the bureau system are replied upon arrival once a month. Uwe's logs for the following operations are still open: ZK19HX (not a typo!), ZK2XH and A35HX (1993); VK9XI and VK9CJ (1195); V63CO (1996). Requests for bureau cards are welcome at either uwe.jaeger@fh-heilbronn.de or dr.uwe.jaeger@c-online.de [TNX DJ9HX]

QSL VIA IZ8ANA ---> Gerry, IZ8ANA reports that all direct cards received for his IIA activities from NA-002, NA-005, NA-023, NA-024, NA-025, NA-027 and LT-032 have been mailed. Bureau cards for NA-002, NA-005, NA-023, NA-025 and NA-027 were sent in September, the others will be sent next week.
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Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH

9X0A: The web site for Andy's (RW3AH) 1997-98 operations from Rwanda can be found at http://www.qsl.net/9x0a

E31AA, J28AG: The logs for Jacky's operations are now available at www.qsl.net/n6ed/f2cw_search.html

FG5BG: The logs for FG5BG (1998 CQ WW SSB DX Contest), FG/N6RT, FG/N6ED, FG/K6RO and FG/W6KK are now available at http://www.qsl.net/n6ed/fgsearch.html [TNX N6RT]

LOG SEARCH: An index of log search pages has been compiled by N6ED and is available at http://www.geocities.com/SouthBeach/Palms/8651/ [TNX N6RT]

TL5A: The web site for Alex, PA3DZN/TL5A can be found at http://www.igr.nl/users/pa3dmh/tl5a.html

MALDIVES: The log server for both 8Q7IO and 8Q7IQ is at http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/~hoeding/hamradio/8q7_search.html.

XZ1N: The web site for the 21 November-6 December DXpedition to Myanmar is now up and running at http://ng7m.qrg.com/~xz1n

============================================================================

---
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Edited by IK1GPG & IK1QFM

<TNX IK1UGX, IK7AFM, The Daily DX>
![5X1T](ON5NT) CQWWSSB98 ! OX/OZ8AE OZ8AE !
![5X1Z](SM6CAS) CQWWSSB98 ! OX3LX OZ1DDJ !
![5Z4EO](DL0MAR) ! P3A W3HNK CQWWSSB98 !
![5Z4FV](NY3Y) ! P40B P43P CQWWSSB98 !
![5Z4RL](N2AU) ! P40N WJ5DX CQWWSSB98 !
![6D2X](K5TSQ) CQWWSSB98 ! P40P P43P !
![6K98W](HL5FOP) ! P40W N2MM CQWWSSB98 !
![6W4RK](F5NPS) ! P40Z WA52VE CQWWSSB98 !
7P8/KG7WW ZS6CAX Ex JM1CAX ! P43A P43ARC !
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! D2BB        W3HNK                   ! VA2DO       VE3DO     CQWWSSB98  !
! D68BW       DJ2BW                   ! VE2/VE3RJ    VE3RJ    CQWWSSB98  !
! D68RU       F6HWW                   ! VE2AEVE2TVU  CQWWSSB98  !
! D98WXC      HL5FOP                   ! VE5RVE5FN    CQWWSSB98  !
! DU10DX      KH0E                      ! VK6SJSJM1LJS  !
! DU3NXXE      W4NXX                   ! VK8ANVK4AAR  !
! DU6/K9AW     WF5T                      ! VK9CLJM1LJS  !
! E21AOY      7L1MFS                   ! VK9CQRHB9QR  !
! E22AAD      JA6LCJ  CQWWSSB98         ! VK9CTLHB9QR  !
! E30GA       K4JDJ                      ! VK9XQRHB9QR  !
! E30HA       HA5YPP  CQWWSSB98         ! VK9XTLHB9QR  !
! E31AA       ZL3CW   CQWWSSB98         ! VK9XXW0YG    !
! EA7GT/P      EA7AQM                   ! VK9YW0YG     !
! EA8AH       OH1RY  CQWWSSB98          ! VO2CQVE3FU   CQWWSSB98  !
! EA9AM       EA9IE                     ! VO2WLK8C5   CQWWSSB98  !
! EA9FA       EA9AZ  CQWWSSB98          ! VP2EJR1EK    CQWWSSB98  !
! ED2URV      EA2URV                   ! VP2V/K7AR    K7AR    CQWWSSB98  !
! ED3TCP      EA3AIM                    ! VP2V/K9JF    K9JF     CQWWSSB98  !
! ED5GMB      EA5GMB                    ! VP2V/N7MQ    N7MQ     CQWWSSB98  !
! ED7TET      EA7URM  CQWWSSB98         ! VP2V/WJ7R    WJ7R     CQWWSSB98  !
! EK2780JY    EK4GK                     ! VP5/WA2VYA   WA2VYA   CQWWSSB98  !
! EK4JU       EK4GK                     ! VP5DX K4UTE   CQWWSSB98  !
! EK6CC       NB8GD                     ! VP5T N2VW    CQWWSSB98  !
! EK6GC       W3HNK                     ! VP5Z K5ZM    CQWWSSB98  !
! EL2VO       EI5GIY                    ! VP8CEHG0NWE  CQWWSSB98  !
! EN5J        UU2JZ  CQWWSSB98          ! VP9/US1IDX   N5FG     CQWWSSB98  !
! EP2AC       RV6AB                     ! VP9/W2FXA    W2FXA    CQWWSSB98  !
! EP2HV       UA3GFV                     ! VQ9JCB91HH   CQWWSSB98  !
! EP3HR       I2MQP                     ! VQ9PHW2JDK   CQWWSSB98  !
! EROF        UX0FF  CQWWSSB98          ! VU2JPSVK9NS  CQWWSSB98  !
! ER5AL       W3HNN  CQWWSSB98          ! W2AW2AA     CQWWSSB98  !
! ES5Q        ES5RY  CQWWSSB98          ! WH4/K6SHJ    K6SHJ   CQWWSSB98  !
! EY8CQ       DJ1SKO                    ! WP2Z KU9C    CQWWSSB98  !
! FG/JA2EZD    7L1MFS                   ! WP4QKP4CKY   CQWWSSB98  !
! FG/N6ED      N6ED                      ! XE1EZMAC7DX  CQWWSSB98  !
! FG/N6RT      N6RT                      ! XE1FESW3HNK  CQWWSSB98  !
! FG5BG        K6RO  CQWWSSB98          ! XE1IDJXEI7   CQWWSSB98  !
! FG/J3TXF     G3TXF                     ! XE1NVXEA5XX  CQWWSSB98  !
! FK/JE10YE    JM1LJS                    ! XE1VICKV8U   CQWWSSB98  !
! FK/JJ1DWB    JM1LJS                    ! XE2MXK6VNX   CQWWSSB98  !
! FK/JM1LJS    JM1LJS                    ! XR3MW3HC     CQWWSSB98  !
FK8GM       WB2RAJ    CQWWSSB98     ! XR3W        CE3WDH    CQWWSSB98  !
FK8HC       VK4FW     CQWWSSB98     ! XR8Y        CE8ABF    CQWWSSB98  !
FK8VHT      F6AJA      ! XU2A        7L1MFS     !
FM/EA3BT     EA3BT      ! XU2C        7L1MFS     !
FM/EA3WL     EA3BT      ! XUX0        7L1MFS     !
FM5DN        KU9C       ! XW8KPL      JA7SGV    CQWWSSB98  !
FO0PT        DJ0FX      CQWWSSB98     ! XX9AS       KU9C      !
FP5BZ        F5TJP       ! XX9TAR      KU9C      !
FR/G3SWH     G3SWH      ! XX9TJL      KU9C      !
FR5ZU/G      VE2NW      CQWWSSB98     ! XX9TXD      KU9C      !
FS/JA2ZED    7L1MFS     ! XX9X       KU9C      CQWWSSB98  !
FS/K7ZUM     K7ZUM      CQWWSSB98     ! YA1R        RW3LO     !
FS/N3OC      N3NOC      ! YB0DX       YB0DX     !
FS/N7KG      N7KG       CQWWSSB98     ! YB5QZ       W3HNK     !
GI6YM        GI3MUS      ! YCOM2ZI     W6MD     !
GJ0UFB      GO8WFH       ! YC8VIP      VK4FW    CQWWSSB98  !
GM8V         ZS5BBO     CQWWSSB98     ! YE5B        YC5TML    CQWWSSB98  !
HBO/HB9AON   DJ2YE       ! YJ0AOY      KF8OY     !
HB5NE        HB99W       ! YJ0ARY      JA3JA     CQWWSSB98  !
HB5OK        HB9OK       ! YL80GQ      YL3GQ     !
HB5RL        HB9RL       ! YL80KO      YL2KO     !
HC1HC        NEBZ       CQWWSSB98     ! YL80MR      YL2RM     !
HC6CR        NEBZ       CQWWSSB98     ! YL80TQ      YL2TQ     !
HC8A         WV7Y        CQWWSSB98     ! YL90IX      YL2IX     !
HF0POL       SP3BPD      ! YM75DS      WA3HUP     !
HI3/ON4ANT   ON4ANT     CQWWSSB98     ! YM75ROT     TA3BN     CQWWSSB98  !
HI4M         AD4Z        ! YM75TA      TA3YJ     CQWWSSB98  !
HI8/DK8YY    DL4JAN     ! YN9HAU      H1R7MG     !
HI8/DL1JDK   DL4JAN     ! YS1RR      W3HNK     !
HI8LUZ       AD4Z        ! YTOA       YUEXY     CQWWSSB98  !
HO3A         KG6UH       CQWWSSB98     ! ZA1MH      Z32KV     !
HP1/DL1RBR   DL1RBR     ! ZB2X        OH2KI     !
HR6/VE3BW    VE3BW       CQWWSSB98     ! ZC4DG      G00AB     !
HS0AC        G3NOM       ! ZD7HI      WA2JUN     !
HS0ZAA       KM1R        ! ZD8T       AC4IV      CQWWSSB98  !
HS1RU        JG3AVS      ! ZD8Z       VE3HO      CQWWSSB98  !
HS7CDI       7L1MFS     ! ZF2DR       K5RQ      CQWWSSB98  !
H21AB        KB8YD       ! ZF2J1       KG6AR     CQWWSSB98  !
IG9T         IV3TAN     CQWWSSB98     ! ZF2LC      W2SM     !
IH9/OL5Y     OK1VK       CQWWSSB98     ! ZF2NT      N2AU     CQWWSSB98  !
IH9P         WA7EQW     CQWWSSB98     ! ZF2UH      KE5BR     !
II0S         IK0YQJ      ! ZK3RW      ZLIAMO     CQWWSSB98  !
II6T         IA1EIP      CQWWSSB98     ! ZM2K       ZL21R      CQWWSSB98  !
II4L         I4LCK       CQWWSSB98     ! ZP5XF      N2AU      CQWWSSB98  !
IIOA         IK0XBX      CQWWSSB98     ! ZP6T       ZP5MAL     !
IQ1A         I1JQJ       CQWWSSB98     ! ZP9X      CQWWSSB98  !
IR1A         IK1GPG      CQWWSSB98     ! ZS/OE3GSA  OE3GSA  !
IR3MD        IN3MPY      ! ZS5BBO     ZS5BBO     CQWWSSB98  !
IR4T         IK4IEE      CQWWSSB98     ! ZS75SIG    ZS5BBO     !
J28AG        ZL3CW       ! ZS9F        KK3S      CQWWSSB98  !
J3/IK6CAC    IK6C6C       ! ZW3K       PY3RK      CQWWSSB98  !
J3/N70V      IK3VIA      ! ZX1Z       PY1LVF     !
J3/W5WW      W5WW        ! ZX2A       PT2ADM     !
3W6EA Peter Emmerton, P.O.Box 121, Central Post Office, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
5B4AFM Stavros Tsiakkouris, P.O.Box 5089, Nicosia, CY-2021, Cyprus
5B4AGC George Beasley, P.O.Box 1344, Paphos, CY-8133, Cyprus
5B4XF Paris Andreou, 19 Napoleontos str., Stovolos, CY-2021, Nicosia, Cyprus
5Z4FM James Stewart, P.O.Box 63363, Muthaiga, Nairobi, Kenya
6W1QV Hiroshi Yoh Yoshida, Shinko, 4-4-1 Arakawa, 116-0002 Tokyo, Japan
A45XU Don Street, P.O.Box 2571, Seeb, Postal Code 111, Sultanate of Oman
B7K P.O.Box 1713, Guangzhou, People's Republic of China
BD4DW David Y.J.Zhou, P.O.Box 040-088, Shanghai, People's Republic of China
BD7BF Luo Shilong, 249# Yan Peng Road, Heng Yang City 421001, Hu Nan, China
BD7JK Chow, P.O.Box 1711, Guangzhou 510600, China
BD7QI Lin Kun, P.O.Box 10, Nanning, Guang Xi 530001, China
BG0BA Li Qing Ming, 45-2-2-401 Xihong Road, Wulumuqi 830000, China
BMOS P.O.Box 2006, Taichung City, Taiwan, China
BV2RS Wendy Chang, P.O.Box 105-29, Taipei, Taiwan, China
BY4RRR 22nd Middle School Club Station, P.O.Box 538, Nanjing, China
CT3GU Miguel Silva Pereira, Piquinho 101, P-9360 Ponta do Sol, Madeira
CX125J P.O.Box 164, 50000 Salto, Uruguay
DJ4SO Klaus Behrendt, Bosseer Str.8, D-24259 Westensee, Germany
DJ7RJ Manfred Przygode, Hoisdorfer Landstr.50,D-22927 Grosshansdorf, Germany
DLS3D Wolf Wichmann, Babentwiete 1, D-22927 Grosshansdorf, Germany
DL4JAN Bernd Eybe, Hohes Gebirge 32, D-08289 Schneeberg, Germany
DL5NAM Chris Sauvageot, Herrnbergstr.22, D-91077 Ermreuth, Germany
EA3BT Josep Gibert, Col-legi 1, 08800 Vilanova i la Geltru, Spain
EU5R Igor, P.O.Box 57, Minsk 220036, Byelorussia
G3SWH Phil Whitchurch, 21 Dickensons Grove, Congresbury, Bristol, BS49 5HQ, United Kingdom
HB9CYN Martin Ghermi, Wyden 5, CH-5242 Birr, AG, Switzerland
HB9CVY Christian Zeller, Jaegerstr.19, CH-8200 Schaffhausen, Switzerland
HB9QR Erwin Fink, Toedistr.7, CH-8572 Berg, Switzerland
HB9RF U.S.A., Postfach 37, CH-6319 Allenwinden, Switzerland
HSO/G3NOM Ray Gerrard, P.O.Box 1300, Nana Post Office, Bangkok 10112, Thailand
JA2BDR Kazuo Yoshikawa, 4249-4 Shimo-Ebicho, Yokkaichi 510-1203, Japan
JA3JA Fumio Hayasaki, 178-1 Kitanoda, Sakai, 599-8123 Japan
JL3WSL Akiomi Naito, 31-500-5 Hikita, Nara City, 631-0843, Japan
JM1LJS Hideyuki Kai, 4-22-15, Takata-Higashi, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama-City,
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